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Android Eclipse problems (new user) I've been

trying to set up an android development
environment using the following (random)

instructions, and have had lots of problems along
the way. Installed Eclipse: Downloaded AVD

Manager from Downloaded SDK from Setup ADB
and Fastboot (I've never used both before, hence

they were created) Installed Android ADT from I've
got most of those steps working fine, but when I

try to run an AVD, nothing seems to happen. I can
see that the command line has been updated, but

that's all. I've tried rebooting the PC, and this
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forums, and this is one of the weirdest ones,
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Here's the logcat from the emulator: 01-09
17:30:15.365: WARN/System.err(234): at android.
view.InflateAnimation.inflate(InflateAnimation.java
:72) 01-09 17:30:15.365: WARN/System.err(234):
at android.view.LayoutInflater.inflate(LayoutInflat

er.java:394) 01-09 17:30:15.365:
WARN/System.err(234): at android.view.
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